All India Institute of Medical Sciences  
Phulwarishariff, Patna-801505

Public Notice

Our process of recruitment is most transparent, objective and designed to pick up the most promising for a rewarding career as per the provision of relevant recruitment rules. AIIMS Patna does not charge any money in lieu of offering a job/appointment except by way of application fee as may be prescribed by the mode specified in our advertisements. It has come to our notice that some unscrupulous elements are issuing fraudulent/bogus appointment offers to job aspirants on monetary consideration. AIIMS Patna would like to therefore, advise the aspirants, candidates and members of public at large, in their own interest, not to fall prey to the designs of unscrupulous elements who are offering employment in AIIMS Patna and its various Units by charging money from unsuspecting aspirants /candidates. AIIMS Patna recruits candidates by notifying the vacancies appropriately and by widely advertising the vacancies in leading National Dailies/Employment News and also by hosting the same on our websites www.aiimspatna.org. The selections are made by following the selection process defined in our advertisements. These selections are made without charging any money and also only after Written Test/Interviews are formally conducted. Our recruitment process is largely e-enabled and right from the stage of application to the issue of Offers of Appointment to the candidates selected by AIIMS Patna are normally conducted through our recruitment website. We have not authorized any person/institution/body to recruit on our behalf or to issue Offer of Appointment or for collecting any money in lieu of offering such offer of appointment. “We caution public at large to Beware of any fraudulent communication asking for money/payment/money transfers in lieu of offering a job/off er of appointment in AIIMS Patna or any of its Units/Divisions. In case of any doubts regarding the authenticity /legitimacy of any appointment/offer, you may please inform on the contact no given on our website during working hours 9.30 am to 5.30 PM on all working days as per the attached list with email ID”.

The AIIMS Patna will not be responsible for any unauthorized act of any agency relating to the recruitment/appointment except any selection process conducted by AIIMS Patna through advertisement.